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Gender Roles 

Both men and women have the right to run for office. However, it seems that a woman 

candidate would face greater challenges just because of her gender. The hurdles women face can 

be horrifying but their ability to conquer is there with the right political strategy presented. 

Though not only is gender a challenge. Now candidates in recent elections have faced a battle 

with media. One effect media has in how influential it is towards shaping the views of a 

particular candidate in an election, allowing women candidates to use this towards their 

advantages or be placed at a disadvantage. From using humor to emotions a candidate can be 

exposed on the media showing the true colors of their campaign.  

Evolving over recent years, the media has become a large benefit to the world, however 

has placed a challenge in the world of politics. With printed and broadcasted medial along with 

the  internet news is at anyone's reach, from twenty-four hour news sources to political profile 

pages. The ability to look up anything at any given moment on a candidate is available. Constant 

reports of each political candidate or party coming out each hour, only sparking the political 

conversation more. Mass communication is beginning to become increasingly important in an 

election. This allows for candidates to set a platform and see where their media outlets can take 

their campaign. Advantages and disadvantages are presented but reaching out to voters is a key 

to success in a campaign and media is an exceptional way to do so. However, when media gets 
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mixed in with the battle of gender in elections, the bias form tends to disappear. Women have 

been in politics for a long time, and recently have been more involved than the past. For 

example, Hillary Clinton made history in 2016 as she became the first woman to be elected as 

the nominee for a political party. Exciting, but why has it taken decades to get to a woman to 

have a party’s nomination? In addition, to Clinton’s victory there has only been two women ever 

selected as a vice president running mate. Geraldine Ferraro in 1984 being the first with Sarah 

Palin in 2012 being the only two women ever selected. Here Herbst talks about how the Palin 

campaign worked, which further will be examined. However, even though these Palin and 

Clinton ran for opposing political parties they share more in common as their communalities are 

overlooked. Both candidates has to stand up to the challenge of a male dominated field and find a 

way to use media as an advantage through their campaign. Not only is there a gender gap 

between female and male candidates it seems as media ignites that gap even further.  

Media plays a large role when it comes down to elections. All three main sources of 

media have advantages that candidates can and should use during an election. These advantages 

provide the voters with information and breaking news at the touch of their fingertips. Prevalent 

in the 2012 election with Palin, media played an even larger role when it came to the 2016 

election with Clinton and the cards against gender seemed to grow with it. However, there are 

similarities from both campaigns that have placed a barrier against gender. The capability media 

has to portray women is crucial during an election. From showing emotions or providing simple 

humor, like a meme, can create a whole different perspective on women and their campaigns. 

Through a study Xavier University stated, “The media continues to cover female politicians in 

gendered terms, focus on their marital status or appearance and emphasizing stereotypically 
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“female” issues like education and healthcare. By forcing female candidates into these roles, the 

media may be undermining women’s credibility in other important issues, like foreign policy and 

military affairs” (Xavier.edu). Unfortunately, both Palin and Clinton had experienced hurt to 

their campaign for how they would look on media sources with the help of emotions and humor 

while looking weak. With having the ability to control the image of a candidate, making media a 

powerful source when it comes to elections.  

As simple as it sounds, media can either build one up or completely destroy a campaign. 

Women usually are never looked as the main candidate, making media not wanting to focus on 

them. The tendency to show what is going on in their personal lives. Making media look more 

like a paparazzi rather than reporting on the candidate's campaign ideology. For example, rather 

than focusing on what they may be saying, the coverage could focus on their emotional or daily 

life. This turns the focus on how voters view the candidate personally rather than focusing on 

how they are running politically. Even creating an image to how they should be off doing mom 

duties or being a wife to their husbands rather than being out on the campaign trail four days in a 

row. A male candidate has the same features, they possess emotions, they may be a father or 

husband but when has media ever focused on their dad duties, like mowing the lawn? This is a 

challenge everyone knows or has heard about, making it hard for candidates to avoid the 

projected image. However, there are positives to media helping women out as well. Media can 

boost the level to how politically involved women are, by providing stories to what they have 

been doing in politics and seeing their political participation, all while showing they are 

confident and involved to fight for the ideas they are running their campaign on. Media time and 

coverage is becoming crucial to winning a campaign, which both Palin and Clinton seemed to 
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lose the battle to.  

Hillary Clinton had a large battle against her going into the 2016 election. Voters already 

may her their personal opinion on her because of her husband Bill or the ongoing investigation of 

her emails. If that was a large enough battle, it seemed as Donald Trump, the republican 

candidate, was winning the media war. Collected through data, the general consensus was that 

countless number of voters are gaining their election news off of media outlets. Just at a click of 

a button any person can go and look at the Facebook page or Twitter account of either candidate 

and see what they are talking about. Between May 11th and the May 31st a study showed that 

there were 714 tweets and 389 post between the two candidates, meaning there were nearly 53 

posts a day between the two of them (journalism.org). When examining the stat it questions to 

how did Clinton not have a chance or a large role in the media battle? It seemed as candidates 

were constantly of use of the media. Maybe Trump had been majority of those posts but Clinton 

had the ability to go out and have viewers see what she was saying. Showing that Clinton had the 

ability to put her name out there and say what she wanted; but was it portrayed that way?  

Just because Clinton is a woman that does not explain how Trump won the oval office. 

Primary sexism towards women is unnoticed, but the media displayed where it was known in the 

battle for the oval in 2016. Sources would claim that Clinton played the gender card during her 

election. Knowing that people would not vote for her just because she was a woman but blaming 

sources for provoking that idea. Researching the topic I typed in Google “Clinton play the gender 

card” and there were 4,190,000 results in .60 of a second. Just at a simple question, yet the media 

had million of results. Bombarding the voter with the opinion that Clinton is only using her 

gender for pity since that seems to be the first results that come up. Although, there could be 
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general articles doing the opposing view and seeing how gender works towards her advantage. 

However, a headline is what grabs the voters attention and sadly for Clinton, these results made 

her look bad because it was almost as she was asking for sympathy. Yet never did Clinton say 

that or ask because she was a woman to go easier on the campaign trail.  

A unique way media had played a role on Palin's campaign was the way her rallies had 

been reported. All starting with her convention speech, over 37 million people saw this speech 

across the country. This being her first success as the reactions were positive and put Palin ahead 

of the game. Though it seemed as Palin almost had reached her peak there. Sources began 

reporting about how Palin’s rallies were rowdy as there always seemed to be a sense of 

aggression coming from them. From one incident at a rally provides for media outlets to blow up 

what had happened to make it a story rather than making it realistic to what it may have been. 

Due to incidents or actions made at rallies it only made it hard for reporters to get the nature of 

her campaign rather than the disturbances that may have happened at a rally.  It is hard to 

pinpoint to whether it is behavior or just a motive against the Palin campaign. At these rallies 

there is a group mind setting present or is it caused from the candidate themselves or their 

personal audience, to provoke a negative and anti feeling. Only allowing media to dictate the 

mood against her campaign, this leads to journalist and reporters to remain puzzled to what truly 

was the image of the campaign she was trying to portray to voters. Because of the focus on her 

rallies and what had been going on there it tended to make people not focus on her ideology or 

what she has conquered so far in the campaign trail.  

Overall, political campaigns have various influences that spell out strategies of a 

campaign. Women are very important people in society, even in politics. These two woman did 
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exceptional things to earn the position they ran for, yet they had to face all odds and fight for 

their position even more. Like the study from Xavier said best “Though Clinton and Palin 

presented themselves in opposite ways and came from opposite ends of the political spectrum, 

both were subjected to gender bias in the media. Both candidates were unsuccessful in their 

attempt to be the lead on a presidential ticket and the gendered media coverage they received 

played a major role in the candidate's’ lack of success” (Xavier.edu). Even though gender played 

a major role, media seemed to take control their campaigns by providing obstacles to the oval. 

With such a large audience media receives campaigns then and now will continue to face the 

battle against it. 
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